We develop algorithms and data structures for the approximate Euclidean shortest path problem amid a set P of k convex obstacles in R 2 and R 3 , with a total of n faces. The running time of our algorithms is linear in n, and the size and query time of our data structure are independent of n. We follow a "core-set" based approach, i.e., we quickly compute a small sketch Q of P whose size is independent of n and then compute approximate shortest paths with respect to Q.
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rithm for computing an ε-short path, i.e., a path whose length is at most (1 + ε) times the length of the shortest path. Here L is the number of bits of precision in the model of computation. A rigorous analysis of Papadimitriou's algorithm was later given by Choi et al. [9] ; see also [5] . Clarkson [10] proposed a different algorithm for computing an ε-short path; the running time of his algorithm is roughly O(n 2 log O(1) n/ε 4 ) (the running time also depends on the geometry of obstacles).
The special case of computing a shortest path between two points along the surface of a single convex polytope has been widely studied. After an initial O(n 3 log n) algorithm by Sharir and Schorr [25] , the bound was improved to O(n 2 ) by Chen and Han [8] (see also [18] ). A major open problem was whether the running time can be improved to O(n log n). Such an algorithm is recently developed by Shreiber and Sharir [23] . Hershberger and Suri [14] proposed a simple O(n) algorithm to compute a 1-short path. Later, Agarwal et al. [3] developed an O(n log(1/ε) + 1/ε 3 ) algorithm to compute an ε-short path (see also [2] ). Their algorithm computes a convex polytope of size O(1/ε 3/2 ) that approximates the original polytope and runs a quadratic shortest-path algorithm on the simplified polytope. For a fixed point s, the aforementioned exact shortest-path algorithms [25, 8, 18] can also construct a data structure for a given polytope, so that the shortest distance from a fixed source s to a query point can be answered quickly. Har-Peled [13] described a data structure of size O((n/ε) log(1/ε)) that can compute an ε-short distance from s to a query point in O(log(n/ε)) time. His technique applies to the more general case of polyhedral obstacles, albeit with much worse preprocessing time (roughly O(n 4 /ε 6 )) and space complexity (O(n 2 /ε 4+δ ) for any δ > 0). There is also extensive work on computing shortest paths on a nonconvex surface: see [4, 16] and the references therein.
In this paper we study the problem of computing approximate shortest paths amid convex obstacles. Let 1 convex obstacles in R d (d = 2, 3), where each P i has n i facets. Set n = k i=1 n i , which denotes the total complexity of P. The free space of P, denoted by F(P), is defined as the closure of R 3 \ P. Given two points s, t ∈ F(P), let π P (s, t) denote the shortest path between s and t in F(P), and let d P (s, t) denote the length of π P (s, t). Let ε > 0 be a fixed parameter. The ε-approximate shortest-path problem is to compute a path π ⊆ F(P) between s and t whose length is at most (1 + ε)d P (s, t). Such a path π is called an ε-short path, and its length is called an ε-short distance. For a fixed source s ∈ F(P), the approximate shortest-path query problem is to preprocess P into a data structure so that for any query point t ∈ F(P), an ε-short distance (or an ε-short path) between s and t can be reported quickly.
We propose algorithms for computing approximate shortest paths between two points whose running time depends linearly in n, and data structures for answering approximate shortest-path queries to a fixed source whose size is independent of n. As far as we know, our results are the first to achieve this kind of performance. More specifically, we obtain the following:
• In R 2 , for any two points s, t ∈ F(P) and a parameter 0 < ε ≤ 1, an ε-short path between s and t can be computed in O(n + (k/ √ ε) log(k/ε)) time (Section 2).
• In R 3 , for any two points s, t ∈ F(P) and a parameter 0 < ε ≤ 1, an ε-short path between s and t can be computed in O(n + (k 4 /ε 7 ) log 3 (k/ε)) time (Section 3).
• In R 3 , for a fixed source s ∈ F(P) and a parameter 0 < ε ≤ 1, a data structure of size O(k 3 poly(log k, 1/ε)) can be constructed in O(n log k + k 7 poly(log k, 1/ε)) so that an ε-short distance between s and a query point t ∈ F(P) can be reported in O(log 2 (k/ε) log(1/ε)) time (Section 4).
As can be seen, when k ≪ n, our algorithms and data structures perform much better in terms of space and running time than previously known results. Our algorithms quickly compute a small "sketch" Q of polytopes in P whose size is independent of n and then compute an approximate shortest path in F(Q).
1 For our purpose it suffices to assume that the interiors of polytopes in P are pairwise disjoint. The boundaries may touch each other, so nonconvex obstacles can be decomposed into convex obstacles. However, for simplicity of presentation, we assume that the boundaries also do not intersect.
Approximate Shortest Paths in
Since F(Q) ⊆ F(P), π Q (s, t) ⊆ F(P) for any s, t ∈ F(Q). Therefore (ii) implies that π Q (s, t) is an ε-short path between s and t. Next we describe an algorithm to construct an ε-sketch Q of small complexity.
Set r = √ 2π/ √ ε . Let u j = (cos 2jπ/r, sin 2jπ/r) for 0 ≤ j < r and set N = {u j | 0 ≤ j < r}. N is a uniform sample of directions in S 1 ; for simplicity, we assume that r is divisible by 4 so that 0, π/2, π, 3π/2 ∈ N. For a convex polygon P and a direction u j ∈ N, let ℓ j (P ) denote the line passing through the extreme point of P in direction u j , and let h j (P ) denote the (closed) halfplane bounded by ℓ j (P ) and containing P .
We call a pair {P i , P j } vertically visible if there is a vertical segment e connecting ∂P i to ∂P j whose relative interior does not intersect any polygon of P (see Figure 1 ). Let ℓ ij (= ℓ ji ) be the line that separates P i and P j . Let Φ be the set of vertically visible pairs. We note that |Φ| = O(k) and it can be computed in O(n + k log n) = O(n + k log k) time by a sweep-line algorithm.
For each P i , set P i = {P j | {P i , P j } ∈ Φ}. For each P j ∈ P i , We translate the separating line ℓ ij until it supports P i . Let g ij be the halfplane bounded by this line and containing P i . Set G i = {g ij | P j ∈ P i }. We define
Each edge of Q i touches a vertex of P i . For each new vertex v of Q i , let l v (resp., r v ) be the vertex of P i lying on the edge adjacent to v in counterclockwise (resp., clockwise) direction. We denote by ∆ v the triangle formed by l v , v, and r v . Using the fact that the internal angle of each new vertex in Q i is at least π − √ 2ε, we can prove the following.
Lemma 2.1. For any pair of points p ∈ vl v and q ∈ vr v ,
Proof. We note that pv + qv ≤ pq / sin(∠pvq/2) Figure 1 . The pairs {P 1 , P 2 } and {P 1 , P 3 } are vertically visible, but
Proof. By construction of H i , the orthogonal bounding boxes of P i and Q i are identical. Therefore a pair of polygons {Q i , Q j } intersect if and only if there exists a vertically visible pair of polygons (P i , P k ) such that {Q i , Q k } intersect. Since g ij and g ji are disjoint, Q i ⊆ g ij and Q j ⊆ g ji are disjoint. Furthermore, since each halfplane in G i ∪ H i contains P i , P i ⊆ Q i . It thus remains to prove that for any s, t ∈ F(Q),
The set Σ consists of obtuse-angled triangles whose interiors are pairwise-disjoint and which cover the region F(Q) \ F(P). For any pair of points s, t ∈ F(Q), let π = π P (s, t). If π does not intersect any triangle in Σ, then π ⊆ F(Q) and d Q (s, t) = d P (s, t). Let Σ st = ∆ v1 , . . . , ∆ vm ⊆ Σ be the sequence of triangles that π intersects and let (p 1 , q 1 ), . . . , (p m , q m ) be the sequence of pairs of intersection points of π with the boundaries of triangles in Σ st . Set s = q 0 and t = p m+1 . We obtain a path π ′ from π by replacing each segment p i q i with p i v i • v i q i (see Figure 1) . Clearly, π ′ ⊆ F(Q). In addition,
Theorem 2.1. Given a set P of k pairwise-disjoint convex polygons of total complexity n in R 2 , an ε-sketch of P with size O(k/ √ ε) can be computed in O(n+k log k)
time.
Remark. If we assume that the vertices of the input polygons in P are given sorted in an array, we can compute an ε-sketch
Using the above theorem, we show how to compute an ε-short path between two points s, t ∈ F(P). We treat s and t as two additional (degenerate) obstacles and compute an ε-sketch Q of P ∪ {s, t}. This ensures that s, t ∈ F(Q). We then apply the the algorithm of Hershberger and Suri [15] to obtain π Q (s, t); the running
Corollary 2.1. Given a set P of k pairwise-disjoint convex polygons of total complexity n in R 2 and two points s, t ∈ F(P), an ε-short path between s and t which consists of O(k/ √ ε) edges can be computed in
Other immediate applications of Theorem 2.1 include constructing small-sized spanners or shortest-path maps using ε-sketches.
Approximate Shortest Paths in R 3
In this section we present an efficient algorithm for computing approximate shortest paths amid a set of convex polytopes in R 3 . The basic idea of our algorithm is the same as in the preceding section, i.e., we first compute a sketch of small size for the convex obstacles and then compute a path amid the sketch. However, a simple example shows that one cannot hope for a smallsized sketch that works for all pairs of points s, t ∈ F(P) simultaneously. Nonetheless, we show that a small-sized sketch can indeed be computed for any fixed pair of points s, t ∈ F(P), which suffices for our purpose.
Outer approximations. For a set U ⊆ R 3 and a real number r > 0, let U r = U ⊕ B r where ⊕ refers to the Minkowski sum and B r denotes a ball of radius r centered at the origin. For a parameter r > 0 and a convex polytope P of n vertices, an outer rapproximation of P is a convex polytope P (r) such that P ⊆ P (r) ⊆ P r . Dudley [11] has shown that there is a polytope P (r) of size O(1/δ), where δ = r/ diam(P ). Agarwal et al. [3] have shown that such a polytope can be computed in O(n+(1/δ) log(1/δ)) time. The concept of outer approximation can be generalized to k pairwisedisjoint convex polytopes as follows. Given a parameter r > 0 and a set P = {P 1 , . . . , P k } of k pairwise-disjoint convex polytopes in R 3 , we call Q = {Q 1 , · · · , Q k } an outer r-approximation of P if the convex polytopes in Q are pairwise-disjoint and
Let D be the maximum diameter of a polytope in P. Let δ = r/D. An outer r-approximation Q of P of total complexity O(k 2 + k/δ) can be computed as follows. For each P i ∈ P, we first compute Dudley's outer rapproximation P i (r) of P i in time O(n i +(1/δ) log(1/δ)). Next, for j = i, we compute a supporting plane h i,j of P i that separates P i and P j . Let h + i,j denote the halfspace bounded by h i,j and containing P i . We set
Hence Q is an outer approximation of P. Since the complexity of each
Each supporting hyperplane h i,j can be computed by using the DobkinKirkpatrick hierarchies of P i and
ε-Sketches. For two points s, t ∈ F(P) and a value such that d ≥ st , we show how to construct a set Q of at most k pairwise-disjoint convex obstacles of total
Let C 4d be a cube centered at s of side length 4d. Note that t ∈ C 4d because d ≥ st . We clip every polytope of P within C 4d and obtain a set P ′ of at most k pairwise-disjoint convex obstacles, each of diameter at most 4 √ 3d. We treat s, t as two additional (degenerate) obstacles and compute an outer r-approximation Q of P ′ ∪ {s, t} with r = ε 3/2 d/ck, where c is a sufficiently large constant. Observe that s, t ∈ F(Q). The resulting set Q has total complexity O(k 2 /ε 3/2 ) and can be constructed in time O(n + k 2 log 2 k+(k 2 /ε 3/2 ) log(k/ε)). In fact, if we precompute the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarhcy of each polytope in P as well as their pairwise separating supporting planes in a total of O(n + k 2 log 2 n) time, then Q can be computed in an additional O((k 2 /ε 3/2 ) log(k/ε)) time for any s, t ∈ F(P) and d ≥ st .
We need the following lemma to prove (C2) and (C3).
Lemma 3.1. Let P and Q be two convex polytopes such that P ⊆ Q ⊆ P r . For a parameter 0 < ε ≤ 1 and for any pair of points p, q ∈ ∂Q,
Proof. Let p ′ and q ′ be the closest points of p and q on ∂P respectively. Let p ′′ (resp., q ′′ ) be the intersection of ∂P r with the ray emanating from p ′ (resp.,
Furthermore, since P ⊆ Q ⊆ P r , the segment p ′ p ′′ contains p and the segment q ′ q ′′ contains q. It was shown in [3] that
Furthermore, observe that
Putting these inequalities together, we obtain (3.1) as claimed. Figure 2 . Illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.1.
If the path π P (s, t) does not intersect any polytope in Q, then π Q (s, t) = π P (s, t) and therefore (C2) holds. So assume that π P (s, t) intersects a polytope of Q. It is well known that for any Q i ∈ Q, the intersection π P (s, t) ∩ Q i consists of at most one connected component [20] . For each polytope Q i ∈ Q intersected by π P (s, t), let p i , q i ∈ ∂Q i be the corresponding entry and exit points of π P (s, t). We obtain a new path π from π P (s, t) by replacing its subpath π P (p i , q i ) with π Q (p i , q i ), for each pair {p i , q i }. Clearly, π ⊆ F(Q). Furthermore, for each pair {p i , q i }, applying Lemma 3.1 on P i , Q i with p i , q i ∈ ∂Q i and r = ε 3/2 d/ck, we obtain
provided c is a sufficiently large constant. Hence
Computing ε-short paths.
. We start by computing a 2k-factor approximation d to d * in O(n) time using the algorithm of Hershberger and Suri [14] . We have d 
Our algorithm terminates when |π i | ≤ 2d i and reports π i as an ε-short path. Let j be the index such that d
This implies that the algorithm terminates on or before iteration j. Let the algorithm terminate in some iteration k ≤ j.
Hence the reported path π k is indeed an ε-short path.
We spend O(n + k 2 log 2 n) time for precomputing the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchy of each polytope in P and their pairwise separating supporting planes, as well as computing the value of d. Then, in each iteration, computing Q i takes O((k 2 /ε 3/2 ) log(k/ε)) time (Lemma 3.2), and running the "refinement step" of Clarkson's algorithm takes O((k 4 /ε 7 ) log 2 (k/ε)) time. Since the total number of iterations is O(log k), the total running time is O(n + (k 4 /ε 7 ) log 3 (k/ε)) (the O(k 2 log 2 n) term is absorbed). The output path has O(k 2 /ε 3/2 ) edges, because each Q i is of total complexity O(k 2 /ε 3/2 ). Hence, we conclude the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a set of k pairwise-disjoint convex polytopes in R 3 of total complexity n. For any two points s, t ∈ F(P) and a parameter 0 < ε ≤ 1, an ε-short path between s and t which consists of O(k 2 /ε 3/2 ) edges can be computed in O(n + (k 4 /ε 7 ) log 3 (k/ε)) time.
By combining the algorithms of Har-Peled [12] and Hershberger and Suri [14] , it is possible to use the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchies of the polytopes in P to compute the value of d in O(k log n) time. We then obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.1. Let P be a set of k pairwise-disjoint convex polytopes in R 3 of total complexity n. Suppose the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchies of each polytope in P as well as their pairwise separating supporting planes have been computed in O(n + k 2 log 2 n) time. For any s, t ∈ F(P) and for any 0 < ε ≤ 1, an ε-short path between s and t, which consists of O(k 2 /ε 3/2 ) edges, can be computed in O(k log n + (k 4 /ε 7 ) log 3 (k/ε)) time.
Approximate Shortest-Path Queries in R 3
In this section we study the approximate shortest-path query problem amid P for a fixed source s ∈ F(P) and a fixed parameter 0 < ε ≤ 1. The main result is a data structure whose size and query time are independent of n. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we prove a few key geometric lemmas that our data structure relies on. In Section 4.3, we present the details of the data structure.
Pseudoconvex subdivisions
For a convex polytope P , an ε-pseudoface of P is a region F ⊆ ∂P such that for any s, t ∈ F , there exist outward normals u s and u t of P at s and t respectively such that ∠u s , u t ≤ √ ε/2. Note that an ε-pseudoface is not necessarily a connected region.
Lemma 4.1. The boundary of a convex polytope P in R 3 (resp., R 2 ) can be decomposed into a collection S of O(1/ε) (resp., O(1/ √ ε)) ε-pseudofaces, each of which is the union of a subset of faces of P . The decomposition can be computed in O(|P |) time.
Proof. We only prove the lemma for R 3 ; the case for R and lattitudes so that the geodesic diameter of each grid cell is at most √ ε/2. For a cell σ ∈ G, let S(σ) be the collection of faces of P whose outward normals fall inside σ. (To avoid ambiguity, we choose G such that the outward normal of each face of P is contained in the interior of a unique cell of G.) Let F (σ) = f ∈S(σ) f . Clearly, F (σ) is an ε-pseudoface of P . We conclude that S = {F (σ) | σ ∈ G} is the desired collection of ε-pseudofaces of P , and clearly it can be computed in O(|P |) time.
For a set P of convex polytopes, we define an ε-pseudoconvex region in F(P) as a region σ ⊆ F(P) such that for any s, t ∈ σ, d P (s, t) ≤ (1 + ε) st . Again, an ε-pseudoconvex region is not necessarily connected. We define an ε-pseudoconvex decomposition Ξ of F(P) as a decomposition of F(P) into ε-pseudoconvex regions.
A wedge W is the intersection of two halfspaces h 
Proof. Let Q be the vertical projection of P onto the xyplane, and let C be the (infinite) vertical prism Q × R. We produce an ε-pseudoconvex decomposition of F(P ) by first constructing an ε-pseudoconvex decomposition Ξ ′ of size O(1/ε) within F(P ) ∩ C = C \ int P , and then constructing an ε-pseudoconvex decomposition Ξ
. The region C \ int P consists of two components: the upper component C + extending infinitely in (+z)-direction, and the lower component C − extending infinitely in (−z)-direction. For a face f of P in C + , let σ f be the vertical prism with base f and extending infinitly in (+z)-direction. Let S be a set of O(1/ε) ε-pseudofaces of P , by Lemma 4.1. For an ε-pseudoface F ∈ S, let σ F = f σ f where the union is taken over all faces of P that lie in C + ∩ F . We claim that σ F is an ε-pseudoconvex region. To see this, for any s, t ∈ σ F , let s ′ , t ′ be their projections onto P in (−z)-direction. Since s ′ , t ′ lie in the same ε-pseudoface F , there are supporting planes h s ′ and h t ′ of P at s ′ and t ′ with outer normals u s ′ and u t ′ , respectively, such that ∠u s ′ , u t ′ ≤ √ ε/2. Let W be the wedge h
denotes the halfspace bounded by h s ′ (resp., h t ′ ) and containing P . Observe that P ⊆ W and s, t ∈ F(W ). Since the angle of W is at most √ ε/2, we then have
In the xy-plane, using a similar method, we can construct an ε-pseudoconvex decomposition Ξ(Q) of F(Q) of size O(1/ √ ε); in particular, for any σ ∈ Ξ(Q) and any s, t ∈ σ, there exists a wedge W s,t of angle at most √ ε/2 in the xy-plane such that Q ⊆ W s,t and s, t ∈ F(W st ). For any s, t ∈ σ × R with σ ∈ Ξ(Q), let s ′ , t ′ be the projection of s, t onto σ.
As such, σ × R is an ε-pseudoconvex region, and the set
Using Lemma 4.2, we construct an ε-pseudoconvex decomposition of F(P) as follows.
, where h i,j is a plane separating P i and P j and h + i,j is the halfspace bounded by h i,j and containing P i . Clearly, P ′ i is a convex polytope of complexity O(k) with P i ⊆ P ′ i , and
} is a set of pairwise-disjoint convex polytopes. We decompose F(P ′ ) into a set Ξ 0 of O(k 3 log k) tetrahedra as described in [1] ; each tetrahedron is clearly an ε-pseudoconvex region. Next, for each polytope P i , we obtain an ε-pseudoconvex decomposition Ξ(P i ) of F(P i ) from Lemma 4.2, and clip each region σ ∈ Ξ(P i ) with
(We remark that, for our purpose, there is no need to represent each cell σ ∩ P ′ i explicitly.) Each region σ ∩ P ′ i ∈ Ξ i is an ε-pseudoconvex region. This is because, for any pair of points s, t ∈ σ ∩ P
Critical distance values
Let s be a fixed source in F(P). For a region U ⊆ F(P), we call a set of distance values d 1 < · · · < d m critical if for any t ∈ U , one of the following holds:
Intuitively, the critical distance values of U are what we need to focus on when answering approximate shortest-path queries for points in U ; Euclidean distances are good approximations for other cases. We next describe an algorithm to compute a set Σ(P i ) of O((1/ε) log(1/ε)) critical distance values for the region P
We will compute a set Σ σ of critical distance values for each (ε/4)-pseudoconvex region σ ∈ Ξ i and then set Σ(P i ) = σ∈Ξi Σ σ . The set Σ σ is computed as follows. We first find the Euclidean nearest neighbor v e of s in σ (i.e., v e = arg min p∈Ξi sp ) using a method to be explained shortly. Using Corollary 3.1, we compute a valuer such that d P (s, v e ) ≤r ≤ 2d P (s, v e ). We then set
where m = ⌈log 2 (4 + 4/ε)⌉.
To
where |σ ′ | denotes the complexity of the cell σ ′ . Once v e is identified, the valuer and thus Σ σ can be computed in O(k log n + k 4 log 3 k + |σ ′ | log k) time using Corollary 3.1 (after preprocessing).
It remains to prove that Σ σ is indeed a set of critical distance values for the region σ. Let v g ∈ σ be the geodesic nearest neighbor of s in σ (i.e., v g = arg min p∈σ d P (s, p)), and let r = d P (s, v g ). We claim that r ≤r ≤ 8r. Indeed, since σ is an (ε/4)-pseudoconvex region and v e , v g ∈ σ, we have
It follows that
implying r ≤r ≤ 8r. Next, we partition the region σ into two subsets:
For any point t ∈ σ 1 , we have r ≤ v g t /(1 + 4/ε). Hence,
Furthermore,
On the other hand, for any point t ∈ σ 2 ,
Together with r ≤r ≤ 8r, we obtaiñ
Therefore, there exists an index 0 ≤ i < m+ 3 such that
Shortest path queries
We are now ready to describe the data structure for approximate shortest-path queries with respect to a fixed source s ∈ F(P).
The structure. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 imply that we can compute:
distances for the region P ′ i \ P i , and
The overall structure consists of three components. First, for each tetrahedron ∆ ∈ Ξ 0 , we construct a data structure D(∆) of Har-Peled [13] of size O(1/ε 5 ) in O(1/ε 5 ) time so that for any point t ∈ ∆, an ε-short distance between s and t amid P can be reported in O(log(1/ε)) time. The data structure of [13] in a tetrahedron ∆ is constructed by sprinkling a set X ∆ of O((1/ε 2 ) log(1/ε)) weighted points in ∆ and then computing a weighted Voronoi diagram Vor(X ∆ ) of X ∆ , and preprocessing Vor(X ∆ ) into a point-location structure; the weight w p of each point p ∈ X ∆ is an ε-short distance between s and p amid P.
Next, for each P ∈ P and each d ∈ Σ(P ), we construct a data structure D(P, d) as follows. Set r = εd/64. Let C 4d be a cube of side-length 4d centered at s. We compute an inner r-approximation I of P ∩ C 4d (I ⊆ P ∩ C 4d ⊆ I r and |I| = O(1/ε)) and an outer r-approximation O of P ∩ C 4d (|O| = O(1/ε)). We also compute the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchies of I and O. We decompose the region (
tetrahedra using an algorithm in [7] . Let Ξ(P, d) be this decomposition. Note that each ∆ ∈ Ξ(P, d) lies in F(P). We process Ξ(P, d) into a point-location structure of size O((k + 1/ε) log 2 (k/ε)) with query time O(log 2 (k/ε)) [21] . For each ∆ ∈ Ξ(P, d), we can construct the aforementioned data structure of Har-Peled [13] so that for any point t ∈ ∆, an (ε/4)-short distance between s and t amid P can be reported in O(log(1/ε)) time.
Using Lemma 4.4, we can compute the critical distance values in Σ(
The weight of each sprinkled point in Har-Peled's data structure can be computed in O(k log n + (k 4 /ε 7 ) log 3 (k/ε)) time using Corollary 3.1 (after preprocessing). Therefore, the total time for constructing the entire data structure, summed over all P ∈ P and d ∈ Σ(P ), is O(n log k + k 7 poly(log k, 1/ε)) The size of the entire data structure is O(k 3 poly(log k, 1/ε)). Finally, we preprocess Ξ 0 and P ′ into a pointlocation data structure D(Ξ 0 , P ′ ) of size O(k 3 log 3 k) so that given a point t ∈ F(P), one of ∆ ∈ Ξ 0 or P ′ ∈ P ′ that contains t can be located in O(log 2 k) time [21] .
Query algorithm. Let t ∈ F(P) be a query point. We compute a value θ(t) such that
Using the point location data structure D(Ξ 0 , P ′ ), we compute the tetrahedron ∆ ∈ Ξ 0 or the polytope P ′ ∈ P ′ that contains t. If t ∈ ∆ ∈ Ξ 0 , we compute the (weighted) nearest neighbor q ∈ X ∆ of t and return the value w q + qt as θ(t).
Next suppose t ∈ P ′ . Let P ∈ P be the polytope such that P ⊆ P ′ . By a binary search on the values in Σ(P ), we find the smallest value d i such that d i > st . If no such d i exists, we simply return (1 + ε) st as θ(t). Otherwise, We query the data structure D(P, d i ) as follows. Using the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick heirarchy of O i , we determine in O(log(1/ε)) time whether t ∈ int O i . Suppose t ∈ int O i , i.e., t ∈ P ′ \ int O i , we find in O(log 2 k) time the tetrahedron ∆ ∈ Ξ(P, d i ) that contains t, and then query Har-Peled's structure built on ∆. Let θ i (t) be the value returned by this procedure. We return θ(t) = θ i (t).
Finally, if t ∈ O i , we first compute the nearest neighbor t ′ ∈ I i of t using the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick heirarchy, and then compute the intersection point t ′′ of ∂O i with the ray t ′ t, using the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick heirarcy built on O i . This step takes O(log(1/ε)) time. Note that tt ′′ ⊂ F(P). (If we simply take t ′′ as the nearest neighbor of t on ∂O i , then the segment tt ′′ may intersect int P ; that is why we had to use I i to find the appropriate t ′′ .) We compute θ i (t ′′ ) as described above. We set θ i (t) = θ i (t ′′ ) + tt ′′ . If d i ≤ 4 st or θ i (t) − εd i /8 ≥ (1 + 2ε) st , we return θ i (t) as the value of θ(t), else return (1 + ε) st as the value of θ(t).
This completes the description of the query procedure. The total query time is O(log 2 (k/ε)).
Lemma 4.5. For any t ∈ F(P),
Proof. If t ∈ Ξ 0 , then (4.3) follows from the correctness of Har-Peled's structure, so assume t ∈ P ′ . Let d i ∈ Σ(P ) be the smallest value such that d i ≥ st . If no such d i exists, then by the definition of critical distance values, θ(t) = (1 + ε) st satisfies (4.3). So assume that d i exists. We have t ∈ C 4di ∩ P ′ . If t ∈ P ′ \ int O i , then a tetrahedron ∆ ∈ Ξ(P, d i ) contains t, and Har-Peled's data structure on ∆ returns a value that satisfies (4.3). Hence assume that t ∈ P ′ ∩ O ′ . Clearly, θ i (t) ≥ d P (s, t). Furthermore, Let t ′′ be the point as defined in the above query procedure. Then, by construction, tt ′′ ≤ 2εd i /64 = εd i /32. As such, Hence, the query procedure sets θ(t) = (1 + ε) st , which satisfies (4.3). Hence the query procedure sets θ(t) to θ i (t), and θ(t) = θ i (t) ≤ (1 + ε/4)d P (s, t) + εd i /8, ≤ (1 + ε)d P (s, t).
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a set of k convex polytopes of total complexity n in R 3 , and let s be a fixed source in F(P), and let 0 < ε ≤ 1. A data structure of size O(k 3 poly(log k, 1/ε)) can be constructed in O(n log k + k 7 poly(log k, 1/ε)) time such that for any query point t ∈ F(P), an ε-short distance between s and t can be reported in O(log 2 (k/ε)) time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we obtain algorithms and data structures for the approximate Euclidean shortest-path problem amid convex obstacles. Given a set P of pairwise disjoint convex obstacles, we show how to quickly construct a sketch Q of P whose complexity is independent of the complexity of P and then use Q to compute approximate shortest paths or answer approximate shortest-path queries. We conclude by mentioning a related problem. Is there a pseudoconvex decomposition of F(P) of size O(k 2 )? This problem is closely related to whether there is a binary space partition of size O(k 2 ) of a set of k convex objects in R 3 .
